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Chairman: Mr.Erik COLBAN (Norway)

CONSIDERATION OF THE PROJECT FOR A JOINTSUB-COMMITTEE OF THESECONDAND
SIXTH COMMITTEES(DOCUMENTE/CONF.2/C.6/28)

The CHAIRMAN informed the Committee that after consultation with the
Chairman of the Second Committee, Mr. Beteta, it had been agreedthat the
composition of the Joint Sub-Committee, would be identical to that proposed
by the Sixth Committee,with the addition of the representative ofIraq.

He had receivedcertain complaints concerning the press releasesof
Committee meetings. As the matter now under discussionwas of a detailed
and technical nature he would request the Secretary to inform the Press
Section of the need for greater accuracy

Mr. OLDINI (Chile) refered to the Rulesof Procedure which provide
that no proposal should be discussed orput to the vote at any meeting
unless copies of ithave been circulated not later than twelve hours before
thecommencement of the meeting.He considered that twelve hours was not
always a long enough period of time in which to examine thoroughly a
specific document. He received the document E/CONF.2/C.6/28 only that
morning and he did feel that it could not be adopted without further
consideration.

The document made reference to the fact that to Chairman of the two
Committees had agreed on theterms of reference of the Sub-Committee. That
was an abnormalprocedure, for it has for the -Committees themselves to
take such a decision.

He requested theChairman to postpone consideration of the document
till a later meeting so that the different delegations would be able to
express their views concerning its content.
TheCHAIRMAN pointed out that the Committee already had approved the

of reference of the Sub-Committee and that his duty had consisted
itsdecisionwas faithfullyreproduced in the

document in question.
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Mr. OLDINI (Chile) had not understoodthat the Chairman had been

given "carte blanche" concerning the termsof reference of the Sub-Committee.
For his part he had certain amendment to put forward to it. The Chairman
obviously had done his best to ensure that the comment had been drafted
in conformity with the decision of the Committee, but it was forthe
Committee itself togive the finalapproval.

The CHAIRMAN agreed within the Chilean representative that if there were
are question of the document not representing the views which had been
expressed in the Committee, any representativecould introduce an amendment
to the test. He hoped that the document faithfully interpreted thedesire
of the Committee but would postpone consideration of it till a later
meting and would again consult with the Chairman of the Second Committes.
CONSIDERATION OF ARTICLE 72

Mr. ZORLU(Tuesday)recalled the convincingreasons of a legal character
who had been put forward by various representativesconcerningthe
desirability of each Member state possessing onevote. Heshared those views
anddrewattention to the technical difficulties of a system ofweighted
voting. Such a system would have to be based on an arbitrary selection of
statistics and would be contrary to the principles of Article 55 of the
United Nations Charter.

Thesystem of weighted votingwas dependent on statistical date which
either did not exist or which was not comparable. No common methodof
estimating the national income of states had as yet been adopted throughout
the world.

There had been a time when the system of weighted voting had been the
last refuse of the nobility; the economic border which the Organization aimed
at establishing should not be basedon prosperity, but on equality.

Mr.MONDELLO (Italy)favoured Alternative A, despite the fact that a
system of weighted voting might be advantageous to hiscountry,because,
under the present circumstances, it was a question of Justiceand
simplicity.Taking into considerationthe complete economicdisequilibrium
which existed, it would be impossible to establish sufficientlyefficient
criteriaon which equitable judgementcould be made concerning diferences
in foreign trade.

As a Member of the United Nations which operatedon the basis ofeach
country possesing onevote,Mr. RAUF (Afghanistan) supported its application
to the Organization,

Mr.KING(China)felt that much could be said for both AlternativesA
and B. Oneof the strong reasons for the adoption ofthesystem of
weighted voting, was that while atfirst sight it seemed undemocratic,in
both essence and effect, it was a democratic systemfor thepurposesof
this Charter. Noconvincing reply had been given to that argument.

/As the delegation
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As his delegation hadalways pointedout,there would be a great many

technicaldifficultiesas regards theelaboration of aweighted
voting whichwould give satisfaction to all the countries concerned.
Opinions differed concerning the importance of statistics, and the
statisticaldata already available had given rise to endlesscontroversy.

If a system of weighted voting was tobe adopted, It shouldtake into

account the population, nationalistic and functional factors mentioned
by the representative of Canada. The democratic factorof population would
have tobe given its due weight. It had been argued that the population of

a country already was reflected in the figuresfor its national income; if

such was case, it surely equally wellcould be said that the national

income also reflected a country share in international trade.
Mr.King supported the adoption of Alternative C in preference to

either of the other two alternatives, though fully realizing the difficulties
of choosing to which provisions of the Charter, the system of voting outlined
in Alternative C, should apply. He felt that a solution could be found if,

in the beginning, the combined system of voting was not used too frequently.

It would not applyto provisions for which a two-thirds majority vote had

been provided nor to certain: articles for which a special procedure had

been outlined. I would not be necessary, either, to apply it to decisions

concerning non-Member states, for the texts of the relevant articles had

not yet been finalized. There perhaps would be about a dozen articles
concerning which decisions could be taken by the system of combined voting.
As a very tentative suggestion, he wondered if it could not be appliedwith
reference to the provisions of paragraphs 3 (a) and (c) of Article23.
Mr.STINEBOWER (United States) fully understood and appreciated the

which had been put forward in favour of Alternative A,for that
was the formula which his Government had included in its original proposals
concerning a trade and employment organization. This was not the onlypart
of the original draft, however,which had been changed substantially, and
he could assure the Committee that a return to the entire original text
would give complete satisfaction to the United States delegaton.

He had not been impressed by the argumentswhich had been put forward
concerning equality and democracy, for those were abstract concepts from

which a number of alternative conclusions could be drawn. That the

weighted system of voting was entirely equitable had been ably shown by

thepresentativesofthe United Kingdom and Canada. The participation
of

a country in the Organization should reflectin somedegreethe
importance of its contribution to it.

Countries with federal systems of government had realized the

difficulty of having as a basis the equality of their various constitutional
units. The advocates of Alternative A, also,showed notendency to use democratic
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their democratic arguements in connectionwith otherprovisions of the
Charter as for example, Article 76(4).They hadreferred frequentlyto
the heavy responsibility which rested with the major powers to see that the
objectivesofthe Charter were attained. TheUnited States recognized
that responsibility but was surprised to fined delegates who talked of it
denying thattheUnited States had, therefore, greater interests in the
Organization.

The United States acknowledged the importance of the contribution of
each country to the organization and no disrespect was impliedin the
recognition of thefact that the contribution and the responsibility of the

The question under discussion not be separated from other
provisions of the Charter concerning disequilibrium in the balance of
payments, the functions of the Tariff Committee, thevoting procedure and

composition of the Executive Board and so on.
Therefore he considered that no decision should be taken concerning

the votingprocedure at the present time. His Government was not committed
toany oneformula though, in general, it had spoken in favourof

Alternative B. Alternative C was unnecessarily complicated and cafe
from political as wellas practical disadvantages, while the formula put
forward by the United Kingdom representative, offered all thedisadvantages
of the system of weighted voting without any of its advantages.

The Australian repesentative had said, that it would be impossible to
arrive at anyreasonable basis for a system ofweighted voting.Hecould not
believe that this contention was seriously advanced or entertained. Even
the most heavily wdighted system would fallsoshort of reflecting truly
the importance ofsome states positionin theOrganization, that it was
obvious some satisfactory formula could be found. If thecontentionof the
Australian representativewere carried to its logical conclusion and itwasaccordingly impossible to assess the relative positions of Members,the
budget of the Organization would need to be divided equally amongall

Mr. NASH(New Zealand)expressed the view that the futureof the
Organization would depend almost entirely on International co-operation
equity and that if Members wereto work in a spirit ofco-operation, equity
would result regardless of the voting procedure.

Thefinal decision on Article 72couldnot be separated from the
decisionconcerning the composition of the Executive Board.Hehadbeen

impressed by Alternative Aand particularly by the need toavoid having
a large number of countries feel that they had been made the object of
discrimination. There was a profound difference between the Bretton Woods

/Agreement and
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contribution forthe unkeep of the Organization but alsoamonetary

subscription.
Mr. Nashwas interested in all of the alternative formulae but felt
that Alternative C by giving a controlling position to five great
powers, reproduced the system so unfortunately foundin the United Nations
itself.

The question of voting procedure was of little importance to
New Zealand,for her position would be about equal under either of the
alternative. It had to be remembered, however, that while a smallcountry
could leave the Organization without causing any great harm, the
Organization would be ruined by the departure of one of the major powers.
ShouldAlternative A be adopted, it would be desirable to provide for
permanent seats on the Executive Board;that should not be the case, if the
system of weighted voting were to be adopted.

There could be no question of equality ofcontribution between
New Zealand or other small new countries of Latin America or Southern

Asia,and a large, rich country like the United States. It must be kept
in mind however, that the great powers had to exercise the maximum amount
ofjustice for the small countries could not live without it.

Mr. SHAMMA (Lebanon) urged the adoption of Alternative A, for
whatever its methods a system of weighted voting was socomplicated that
no country in the worldatpresent adhered to it. The argument on which
such a systemwas based was that the wealthy contributedmore than the poor
and therefore shouldbe given a greater voice in decisions which had to be
made. That idea had become unworkable and undemocratic and as it was no longer
applicable inthenational sphere, it should not apply to tofamilyof

(The Organization was common basis for thedivergent
interests of its Members andit had to be remembered that the interestsof

each Member were as Importantto its owner an those of any othere were to it)
Small countries had to take into account the need for safeguardson

the partof the major, industrial powers because their participationwas
essential but

the Organization. Suchsafeguards did notderivefrom a system
of weightedvoting, but from the provisions of Article 1, and on the full
realization by theunderdeveloped countries that without theparticipation
of the major powers the Organization could not be established;and that in
the absence or the Organization the small countries would lose more than

Mr.DJEBARA (Syria) emphasized theimportance ofdemocratic equality
in connection with the decision on Article 72. Even if the variousrepresentativeswere not in agreement as to the concept of democracy, the
very fact of treating Member statesas equals would have the result of
briinging the Organization nearer to it

/He agreed that
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He agreed that the majorpowerswouldhavetomake a large sacrifice
but the provisions of the Charter indicated that allcountries would eb
expected to sacrifice themselves to certain extent. The General Agreemnte
onTariffs and Tradehad not resulted ingiving eithermore or less benefits
to either large orsmall powers.
TheSyriandelegation would vote in favour of AlternativeA.

Mr. PACHACHI (Iraq) stated that hisdelegationwould support
Alternative Aas the most equitable and soundestvoting procedure.Weighed
voting presented practical difficulties, since lack of adequate statistical

mechinery in somecountries and extraordinaryeconomic conditions inother
countrieswould makethe determination of an equitable scheme difficult.

Mr. ROWE (Southern Rhodesia)was not convinced by the arguments
presentedin favour of Alternative A. Seeing matters from a commercial point

of view, he feltthat it was impossible to create equuality where therewas
inequality. The Charter could be compared to a "partnership agreement",
based on muutual trust and confidence and where junior partners, whosat
presenthad to rely on their senior partners, would grow with time intoa
fullsenior partnership. Countries with greater contributionsto internationali

rade should have moreweight in the Organization.ztion.
Mr, I;Ql (El Sareferring tothe remarks by the Mexican Yiaan

ntative, pointed out that the question was so important that its'tVaWtht dsit
ogether withthe settlementof the question of hte Executiverth& Exeootii'
ition, would have a would have a bearing on the of the nation o09tho;i*-
mpetence.His delegation supported the formula;"one votetoxmui; ='ent;vte
cause itwas based on principles of international publicternational. Iublio
tice. A parallel could be drawn between the status ofetween the-'otatusor

dthat of states in an internationalorganization.ternational orgiz&tio.,
ccept on an international plane something against plieo somobi1D8 .eainb
tically, namelyfeudal andsemi-colonial conditions.m-icoolonial oonitions.
rks by theUnited Kingdom representative,tecl Kinàdà roioeèontaiv,
possibility of lossing fou out of five votesng feut out 0f fiwrvLes
all the Central American countries did not detera countries did. not 'deor

ntry did not strivefor more votesthan it wastrive ±er more votes thazi --van
reseentative of the United States,he saidativ' of the UaitOd' Statosh.sai

iffered fromfiscal ones, nationally asdo fraO fiscal ones, natiotally
lnternatioimtlli

irmlyexpressed preference forAlternativeAé proféreraon for Alternatii A
ts of international agreement and co-operation,tional agxvoni emO0ye4tiq
an old system, superseded inthe present.l ayto oppo.B é& .uIzthe present
efore the San Francisco Conference laide the Sanenoe o.id

; s * v `r.i';"i '`
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down the principles of friendly relations among nations on the basis of
equality andfree determination,the nations of the Western Hemisphere
had defined pan-americanism - the principle of American International Law-
as the moral union of all American Republics founded on equality,

independence and the right to self-determination. The Charter ofthe
United Nations universalized that principle of "most perfect equality"
which had been unanimously recognizedinthe International Conference for

the consolidation of Peace, heldin Buenos Aires in 1936.
Weightedvoting based on quantitative criteria such as population

indexes,external trade, etc. was illogical, unfair and misleading. The
Preparatorycommittee had acceptedAlternative A for Article 72 beause it
must have consideredthat the principle of one vote per Member was the only
true andjust criterionof equality among nations. Consequently it would be
against all principles of international Justice, and show structural
discrepancy,if, in application of Article 90, a decision by the Executive
Board (taken in conformitywith Alternative A) were brought beforethe
Conference which might review that decision by a voting system based on
Alternatives B or C.

Mr.de GAIFFIER (Belgium) said that Belgium did not wish to approach
the question from a doctrinaire point of view. While giving dueconsideration
to the merits ofAlternative A, Belgium understood the actual needs of
international co-operation and was prepared to accept the obligation arisign
from the latter, Belglum also understood the necessities in the economic
field and would be prepared to yield part of its sovereignty tosuperior
interests.In view of the uncertainty of attaining the aimsof the Charter,
it was better to be guided by technical, rather than philosophical,

considerations. It was important to achieve a strong organization which would
be able to facilitate commerce between countries. Mr. de Gaiffier would,
therefore, study all proposals open-mindedly, but was alsoready to accept,
at the first reading, the Netherlands proposal.

Mr. POLITIS (Greece) said that the future Organization could not function
by means of mechanical majority only. He supported Alternative A.
Mr. KYIN (Burma), without supporting or refuting the arguments presented

by the representative of Southern Rhodesia, noted that the United Nations

had not suffered from the absence of weighted voting in its General Assembly,
Referring to the statements by the representatives of New Zealand andLebanon

concerning the lmplications ofAlternative A,B, and C for,large and small
nations, Mr.Kyin repeateda statement made by him at the Plenary Meeting,
namely that nations with a smaller share of international trade had anequal

if not greater interest in the Organization than the largercountries.Burma,
in spiteofits small share of external trade,hadshippedone and a half

/million
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similar contributions. Consequently,they should be entitled to equal votes.

Provisions in the Charter calling for decisions by a two-thirds
majority could be blocked by a minority of largecountries, if weighted voting
were adopted.

Mr. AMADOR (Mexico) noted that he had previously explained whyhe

favoured, Alternative A, Some points however, needed further clarification,
The representative of Colombia and El Salvador had made an excellent analysis
of the matter. As regard democratic voting procedure, it should be noted
that in democratic countries, votes were not weighted in spite of varying
contributions of individuals to the prosperity of the state. The same held
true in international public law, where states, as "legal persons" had
equal obligations before the international community. Furthermore, as
the representative of Turkey had mentioned, it would be difficult to find
a formula by which factors for Alternative B or C could be established.
A mathematical relationship would have to be found between the various
economic and geographical factors. He agreed with the representatives of
Cuba and Costa Rica regarding the absurdities to which an examination of the
principal factors - volume of external trade and population would lead.
It was difficult to establish an over-all economicstatistical picture of
a country since conditions sometimes varied considerably according to regions.
One inevitably come to the conclusion that with weighted voting, a few states
would have disproportionate responsibilities before the collective
responsibilities of the majority of the states. The mistakes of a few would
weigh fatally on the majority; composed of small countries, the errors of large
countries were more important than those of the small ones. Mr. Amador agreed
with the, representative of El Salvador concerningthe remarks by the
United States representative about Article 74, paragraph 6. Under that
article, Mexico would have the same obligations as in the United Nations
In conclusion, the representative of Mexico reserved the right to return to
that question for further clarification.

Mr. KOJEVE(France) said that the question of the vote was amatter of
principle.Hedidnot think that the approach of the Chinese representative
was justified. The difficult questions to what part shouldbeplayed by
populations, had to be decided irrespective of the various articles. Henoted
that if weighted voting were accepted for one part of the Charter, it would
be difficult not to accept it for other part. On what basis would article
be chosen to which weighted voting would apply?

In reply to the statement by the representative of the United States of
America, Mr. Kojeveobservedthat he did not think that the changes in the
1945 test justified changes in Article 72. He did not think that the argument

/of equal
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of equal obligations for equal vote, put forward by Mr. Stinebower,was
applicable in the presentcase. He was more optimisticthan the representative
of SouthernRhodesia and thought that theadvice of seniorpartners would

carry enough weight without extra votes.
Mr. OLDINI(Chile) wished to replyto some arguments put forward in favuro

of weightedvoting. With respect to the observationby Mr.Stinebower, he

noted that the Charter laid down equal obligationsfor all Members. The

"escape clauses" were applicable to all Members;under-developed countries

had escape clauses enabling them to develop economically, while highly
industrializedcountries had "free trade clauses" enabling themto find
marketsfor their goods. Small countries were prepared to accept the latter

clause, provided it did not ruin them, The United Kingdom and Canada had

presented their views with great abilïty. The United Kingdom had many

interests which it might not like to see affected by a majority of small

countries. The question of confidence had been added to the question of

interest. Small countries, however, also had their interested. If the

United Kingdom found it difficult to abandon its interests in favour of the

interest of the smallcountries the same could apply to small countries.

Yet, if a majority decision should affect the interested of any one of the

large powers, that power, by its disagreement, could fatally weaken the

Organization. For the large powers, by their presence alone, defended their
interests. Such was not the case with small countries.

Speaking of representation in relation to number of population as cited
by the United Kingdom and Canada, Mr. Oldini decleared that system of

representation adequate and applicable within a state here all interests
are essentially convergent could not be applied to international communities
composed of countrieshaving sometimes conflicting interests.

Consequently, the only possible choice was Alternative A which provided

equality to countries as equal creations of the fundamental forces of nature.

The CHAIRMAN announced that after his list of speakers, consisting of the
representatives of Sweden, Ceylon, Egypt, Denmark, Switzerland, Peru and

Australia had been exhausted, he would present to the Committee a summary
of the views expressedduring the general discussion. Since the question of

voting procedure was corrected with the question of composition of the

Executive Board, he thought that a summary would be enough to reflect the

sense of the Committee at the first reading, and that a formal decision could

be taken after a discussion of the composition of the Executive Board.

Dr. AUGENTHALER (Czechoslovakia) thought that in view of the overwhelming

support of Alternative A, a decision could be taken at the first reading.

/Mr. OLDINI
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Mr.OLDINI(Chile)felt that in accordance with a prviousdecision,
noformal decision shouldbe taken at the first reading.


